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BACKGROUND

Glycosylation is one of the 
most important post-
translational modifications of 
proteins that occurs in 
eukaryotic cells. 
It affects many functions of 
proteins and its pattern changes 
in the different eucaryotic 
systems, giving each one a 
characteristic glycoprofile.1 

The production of medicinal products in non-
human expression systems could lead to the 
addition of unwanted glycan motifs, 
triggering a strong immune response.2 

GOAL OF THE STUDY

The aim is to develop a lectin 
array based on the GLYcoDiag’s 
GLYcoPROFILE® concept.

It will serve as a tool to detect 
foreign glycan motifs on medicinal 
products that are in the early 
phases of industrial production. 
Moreover, it will help companies to 
follow the guidelines for biotech 
products development.

This is achieved thanks to lectins, 
that are carbohydrate-binding 
proteins. 
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      CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
- All reagents necessary for the kits development have been produced and the detection parameters of the kits have 
been optimized. 
                                                                          NEXT STEPS
- Apply to the kits samples of recombinant biotherapeutic glycoproteins to have the proof of concept
- In the case of the α2,3/α2,6 kit studies to define the ratio 3’siallylactose/6’siallylactose in a sample are ongoing.
- A collaboration with the Slovakian Academy of Science is established in order to develop a Lateral Flow Assay to have 
  a faster screening method using our lectins of interest. 

Or it could lead to 
the lack of essential 

sugar moieties 
causing the early 
clearance of the 
medicine from the 

body.3 Clearance of asialylated 
glycoproteins by the liver
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Higly-specific and difficult 
to find on the market
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3. GLYcoPROFILE® WORKFLOW

       DIRECT-BINDING MODEL

        INHIBITION MODEL
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α2,3/α2,6 LectPROFILE kit
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Galα1-3Gal-N-Acetyl-Propargyl
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NEOGALILI SYNTHESIS VIA  CLICK-CHEMISTRY

HIGHLY-SPECIFIC

MALDI ANALYSIS

On the left, the MALDI 
spectrum shows the expected 
MW of NeoGalili and its purity.
On the right, a 
GLYcoPROFILE in direct 
binding shows NeoGalili 
interaction with galactose-
specific (GSLI-B4, MOA, BPA) 
lectins rather than fucose-
specific one (UEAI).
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Galili antigen LectPROFILE kit

Marasmius Oreades Agglutinin β-trefoil domain 
(MOAβT), expressed in E. coli and purified by affinity 
chromatography. It is specific for the epitope galα1,3- gal 
also known as Galili antigen.
Figure A: the specificity of MOAβT is highlighted from its 
interaction with NeoGalili but not with NeoMannose.  
Figure B: the lectin loses interaction after the 
neo/glycoproteins are digested with the enzime α1,3 
galactosidase. 
Figure C:  inhibition curve of MOAβT with NeoGalili 
shows a high affinity with an IC50 of around 50nM. 
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NEO/GLYCOPROTEINS DIGESTION WITH NEURAMINIDASES

Mackia amurensis 
leukoagglutinin (MAAI)

             LECTINS WITH COMPLEMENTARY SPECIFICITIES           INHIBITIONS CURVES OF THE TWO LECTINS

Sambucus Nigra lectin 
(SNA)

The two lectins show the same specificity for Fetuin, bearing both α2,6 
and α2,3 siallylactose, but the reverse specificity for NEO3’SL and 
NEO6’SL.
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GLYcoPROFILE in direct binding to unveil the interaction of MAAI and SNA with Fetuin 
and Transferrin native and after digestion with α2,3 ; α2,6 ; α2,8 neuraminidase 
and α2,3 neuraminidase. The results are coherent with the quantity of 3’SL and  6‘SL 
contained in the two glycoproteins. 
Fetuin= 40% α2,3 and 60% α2,64. Transferrin= α2,6> α2,35. 

NEOGLYCOPROTEINS 
SYNTHESIS
BSA-sugar conjugated 
macromolecules with high-
avidity for the lectin
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